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The integration of foundational science and clinical science education is a hallmark of educational reform within the health professions, and an increasing number of pharmacy schools are implementing integrated curricula in professional pharmacy programs. Although the foundational sciences serve as an essential framework for understanding clinical knowledge, instructors may face challenges when integrating clinical science into foundational science courses. Here we present practical learner-centered teaching tips to address these challenges.
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INTRODUCTION

It has been argued that foundational science instructors “must take the initiative to relate basic science concepts to therapeutic decisions,” however, these instructors may face several challenges when integrating clinical science concepts into their courses. Instructors may be accustomed to teaching using traditional lecture-based instruction that focuses on content delivery and places less emphasis on knowledge application and critical thinking. Most commonly, foundational science instructors are trained in basic science disciplines, resulting in a lack of clinical knowledge necessary for relating concepts to clinical practice. New instructors may also have limited formal training in pedagogy. Here we present practical tips to help new foundational science instructors integrate clinical sciences into their courses. Throughout, the manuscript, we use the term foundational science instead of basic science to discern the relationship between sciences underlying pharmacy practice versus the sciences underlying other future applications (eg, benchtop research).

Foundational science knowledge serves as an organizational framework for clinical reasoning, and pharmaceutical science knowledge underpins the clinical knowledge students learn later in professional pharmacy curricula. Medical education research shows that expert and novice clinicians use foundational science knowledge extensively when diagnosing complicated “non-textbook” patient cases. Unfortunately, since students begin their training with limited clinical knowledge, they may not recognize the relevance or importance of foundational science concepts in therapeutic problem solving. Students may ask, “Why do I need to know this to be a pharmacist? What does this have to do with pharmacy practice?” These questions can be addressed in the first tip: make learning relevant to the goals of the student.

Like other adult learners, pharmacy students value learning experiences that are relevant to the desired outcome (ie, becoming a pharmacist). If students do not see the direct relevance of foundational science courses in their future careers, they may lack the motivation to engage in deep learning. Therefore, it is important to contextualize foundational science in a clinical framework so students can recognize both the importance of learning the information and its future applications during clinical training and practice.

To understand the clinical framework and context, non-clinician instructors should familiarize themselves with foundational science learning outcomes for professional Doctor of Pharmacy students. The American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy charged a task force to develop detailed, discipline-specific pharmaceutical science educational outcomes to supplement the Accreditation Council for Pharmacy Education (ACPE) Standards and the 2004 Center for the Advancement of Pharmacy Education (CAPE) Outcomes. The foundational science CAPE Supplemental Educational Outcomes is a good starting point for non-clinician instructors to gain familiarity with professional pharmacy scientific competencies and set the stage for developing learning objectives.

After gaining an appreciation for the foundational science knowledge and skills required for success as
a practicing pharmacist, the instructor should design course learning objectives focused on helping students achieve these outcomes. When developing these learning outcomes, instructors should ask themselves “In the future, how will students use this knowledge to assess a patient, create a treatment plan, evaluate patient response to therapy, or make a clinical decision? What should students know or be able to do as health care providers upon completion of the course? How will the skills and knowledge that students learn in this course prepare them for success in future courses and experiential learning?” Answers to some of these questions may require input from pharmacy practice colleagues. Learning objectives should explicitly state how students will apply foundational science knowledge in their future careers as medication experts. Table 1 lists some examples.

To facilitate the development of expertise, foundational science should be taught only to the extent that is relevant to the development of encapsulating concepts. Medical educators have spent decades studying how knowledge is organized in physicians’ memory and theorizing how novice medical students develop expertise. In the knowledge encapsulation theory, basic science knowledge becomes encapsulated in diagnostic labels that explain signs and symptoms; these “illness scripts” become important for pharmacists as well. For a pharmacist, after a potential medication-related problem is identified, the pharmacist must assess the patient case by comparing the facts of the case to prior experiences, and then develop recommendations for an action-able plan of care. For example, a patient may walk into a community pharmacy seeking a treatment for rash. Upon questioning and reviewing the patient’s medications, the pharmacist realizes the patient was prescribed sulfamethoxazole-trimethoprim and starts to think the rash may be a sign of sulfa-allergy. Development of medication-related problem “scripts” requires the pharmacist to understand foundational science knowledge,

Table 1. Examples of Traditional Learning Outcomes, Their Clinical Relevant Version and Example Learning Activity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traditional Learning Outcome for a Foundational Science Course</th>
<th>Clinically Relevant Learning Outcome</th>
<th>Example Learning Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Describe how functional groups affect the pKa of a drug.</td>
<td>Describe how we can use tissue pH to change drug disposition (eg, renal clearance, tissue targeting).</td>
<td>A patient is taking an antihistamine for seasonal allergies. He claims that sometimes he gets drowsier depending on what he eats throughout the day. Explain how food may impact the urinary excretion of an antihistamine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explain how functional groups affect small molecule solubility.</td>
<td>Differentiate the absorption or dissolution characteristics of drug molecule based on its structure/solubility characteristics.</td>
<td>You are a member of the Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee at a small hospital. A new hydrophilic prodrug formulation has been approved by the FDA. Your hospital currently only has a subcutaneous suspension formulation available for use. You must determine if the new product poses a significant advantage to patients to justify the costs of adding it to the formulary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Describe the physical composition of aerosols.</td>
<td>Educate a patient on the dosage forms and drug delivery systems used to deliver drugs via the pulmonary route.</td>
<td>A patient asks you why her multiple inhalers all have different instructions for administration and storage. Develop a response to the patient’s inquiries based on the provided medication list.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emphasize the mathematical tools needed for quantitative analysis of chemical kinetics, drug stability, and tissue drug Concentration-Time Profile.</td>
<td>Estimate the shelf-life of a liquid dosage form. Calculate the half-life of a drug within a patient.</td>
<td>A patient with chronic kidney disease is receiving vancomycin. A random blood sample is taken right before dialysis and another sample immediately after dialysis. Calculate the half-life of vancomycin in this patient during dialysis.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
such as the structure of drug molecules, the pathophysiology of the hypersensitivity, and the pharmacology of potential ameliorating agents. To help students develop these scripts, instructors should create opportunities for students to use foundational knowledge to solve problems like those they will face in practice. This can be achieved with the next tip: use active learning strategies to help students apply their knowledge.

Once the instructor writes learning objectives at an appropriate level for novice pharmacy students, he or she should design various active learning strategies to help students construct integrated clinical and basic science knowledge. The constructivist learning theory states that students create their own understanding and knowledge of the world through experience and reflection on their experiences. As such, students gain experience and reflect on their experiences through active learning, which can be defined as “anything that involves students in doing things and thinking about the things they are doing.”

Research shows that active learning improves retention of information, problem solving and higher-order skills. Gleason and colleagues describe several active learning techniques and strategies that instructors may find useful for integrating clinical and basic science.

Helping students apply foundational science knowledge to pharmacy practice requires time. Instructors must allow sufficient time on task for mastery of essential content, which may require the instructor to cover less non-essential content. When choosing content to include in the course, ask if the content is important to the respective field of study and if it is essential for students to make better clinical decisions. Topics that fulfill both requirements should be the focus of the course, while topics that only meet one criterion may be more suitable for elective courses. If a content is neither important nor essential for clinical decision-making, the instructor should consider removing it from the course. Since the density or amount of information taught in any one lesson impacts retention of information, it is advantageous to have lower density courses.

Omitting a few discipline-specific, isolated topics may allow instructors to spend more time helping students apply concepts in a relevant clinical context. The time allotted for practice also depends on the complexity of the learning activities, which should increase as student become more familiar with the content and gain expertise. This leads to the next tip: scaffold the learning experience.

When designing active learning experiences, instructors should scaffold the learning experience. Building expertise requires intentionally sequencing the problem-solving process – starting with easier activities and increasing complexity and independence over time – or scaffolding. Early in the curriculum when students tend to take more foundational science courses, they may lack the clinical knowledge to learn independently from complex case studies. Instructors should begin with smaller, less complex learning activities like discussion of relevant patient cases and incorporation of clinical pearls. Clinical pearls are short, straightforward pieces of clinical advice that prepare students for the transition from the classroom to pharmacy practice. These pearls can function as smaller cases, allowing students to connect basic and clinical science concepts practice.

Incorporation of clinical pearls into a basic pharmacology course has been shown to increase knowledge retention. Non-clinical instructors can identify clinical pearls through discussions with pharmacy practice faculty, pharmacy residents, students who completed advanced experiential learning, patient counseling points in package inserts, drug or food interaction databases such as UptoDate or Lexi Comp or through published patient case reports.

To avoid confusing students, learning materials at the beginning of the course should contain simple patient cases with only critical clinical information. Instructors may choose to include additional background details (eg, history of present illness, social history) to motivate students by making a case more interesting. In these situations, it may be helpful to exclude some of the details from the written case or slide but verbally state the interesting details. This method has been shown to reduce the distraction of the non-essential material. A simplified clinical context also helps students focus on the important points of the case. Simplifying problem-solving activities (eg, reducing extraneous case details and providing guiding questions) helps instructors control the focus of case discussion and identify misconceptions about applying course material. Once the instructor has corrected student misconceptions, and students have practiced thinking about foundational science in a simplified clinical context, students will be better equipped to solve case-based problems independently. After students have a sufficient introduction to how foundational science is applied in practice, instructors should consider introducing more complex, higher-level, independent learning activities, such as case-based learning (CBL), which allow students to apply their knowledge to real-world scenarios and increase engagement and motivation.

The next tip deals with how to generate these clinical cases or vignettes.

Creating materials for clinically relevant CBL can be time consuming and challenging for non-clinician scientists who lack access to real patient information or practice expertise. First, instructors may find it helpful to adapt simple patient cases from clinical reference books.
or published case reports, and then develop guiding questions to help students focus on the fundamental scientific principles of the clinical case. Another potential solution is to give learners the opportunity to research real-world cases. Students become curious and motivated if they are given the opportunity to investigate a problem that appeals to their interest. To promote inquiry, instructors should consider assigning activities that provide opportunities for students to research topics that appeal to their curiosity (e.g., rare disease states, clinical controversies, new drugs with first-in-class mechanisms, novel drug delivery platforms, etc.). Exploration activities that have worked well in our experiences include sharing “real-world” examples from the news in an online forum, student interviews with clinicians, and student development of clinical cases. Student-created clinical cases can be refined for use in subsequent class sessions or courses.

Another approach for finding clinically relevant materials is sharing or integrating patient case vignettes across multiple courses. Sharing cases in both foundational science and clinical science courses may promote knowledge transfer across contexts. Learning in a single context limits transfer of knowledge. When students view a patient from a multidisciplinary perspective, they can understand how foundational science and clinical knowledge integration are essential for optimal patient care. The next tips focus on strategies to help students build a multidisciplinary perspective to patient care.

To help students view patient care from a multidisciplinary perspective, foundational science instructors should consider inviting clinical faculty to either co-develop or co-teach foundational science courses. Since foundational science and clinical faculty have different opinions on the depth of biomedical knowledge necessary for clinical practice, collaborative course development and teaching efforts may provide better insight and consensus on this matter. For example, clinical faculty can facilitate decisions on what course content is essential for practitioners, assist with development of practical learning activities that reflect real-world scenarios, and model the critical thinking process to show students how they will use their basic science knowledge in the future. Conversely, basic scientists can provide clinicians with the fresh perspective of investigational treatment strategies that likely will be clinically relevant whenever students enter practice. For foundational science content to be learned and retained, foundational science courses need to help students apply concepts in clinical scenarios, and clinical courses need to review underlying foundational science concepts. This may require longitudinal conversations between the clinical and foundational science faculty.

While there are challenges to attaining sufficient interaction between clinical and foundational science faculty, these barriers can be addressed and overcome. At the institutional level, curriculum and course developers should consider partnering faculty members from different departments to design integrated learning materials and activities. It also may be helpful for clinical faculty to visit research laboratories and for foundational science faculty to shadow a clinician in a practice setting. Another idea is to implement collaborative quality improvement programs, involving teams of both pharmaceutical science and practice-based faculty members, to promote collegiality and improve curricular design. One such quality improvement program is peer review of course materials (e.g., clinical cases, learning activities, assessments). During the peer review process, correspondence between instructors leads to the identification of errors in teaching materials and reduction of unintended content overlap across courses. Foundational science and clinical faculty within the same program are likely to value peer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Practical Tips for Integrating Clinical Sciences into Foundational Science Courses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Align course learning outcomes with basic science competencies for pharmacists (e.g., CAPE Supplemental Educational Outcomes).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contextualize foundational science content in a clinical framework and illustrate clinical relevance through learning objectives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoid teaching dense, discipline-specific basic science content.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoid using the same teaching materials for both graduate students and professional students.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide opportunities for students to construct integrated basic and clinical science knowledge through active learning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scaffold the learning experience by increasing the complexity of learning activities over time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model critical thinking and problem-solving before asking students to do it independently.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use case reports or commercial case study books to work backwards and design clinically relevant foundational science questions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide opportunities for students to research real-world examples of how basic science relates to pharmacy practice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share clinical cases and learning activities across multiple basic and clinical science courses to facilitate transfer of learning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promote curricular integration by partnering basic science faculty with clinical faculty to develop and review course materials.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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review of each other’s materials in both course and curricular planning. Foundational science instructors can learn more about how their content relates to subsequent courses, and clinical instructors who teach later in the curriculum can use this process to inform vertical curricular integration.

Most of these tips thus far focus on making foundational courses more clinically relevant. Each lesson in the early years of the curriculum should emphasize how understanding foundational science improves patient care. However, to fully reinforce the foundational knowledge, pharmacotherapy courses should reinforce major foundational science concepts. Clinical faculty and preceptors can review content by asking the following questions: What is the basic underlying pathophysiology of this disease state? Why does a drug preferentially penetrate certain tissues? How does the side effect profile relate to off-target drug pharmacology? The curriculum is a roadmap for learning, and learning requires deliberate practice and intentional, scaffolded repetition. Foundational science content can be integrated into the clinical decision-making process only if all instructors share the same vision and collaboratively design the curriculum content and sequence.

CONCLUSION

Teaching within an integrated pharmacy school curricula can present unique challenges for non-clinician foundational science instructors. Major challenges include determining the breadth and depth of foundational science content for future pharmacists, implementing active learning strategies to help students think of basic science in a clinical context, developing clinically relevant course materials, and collaborating with clinical faculty colleagues. The above discussion presents guidance for foundational science instructors to overcome these obstacles when designing courses in integrated curricula, and practical tips are summarized in Table 2. While individual instructors work diligently to incorporate evidence-based teaching strategies in their classrooms, administrators should also reflect on their procedures for curriculum development. Pharmacy schools must optimize curricular planning to promote collaborative teaching practices across divisions and departments to ensure teaching quality and continuity from bench-top researchers to bedside clinicians.
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